INDEX

ONLY NAMES THOUGHT SIGNIFICANT BY THE WRITER ARE INCLUDED IN THIS INDEX. EXAMPLES OF NAMES OMITTED ARE EARLY GODPARENTS, SELLERS AND BUYERS OF PROPERTY, OFFICERS IN THE REVOLUTIONARY AND CIVIL WARS, ETC., WHEN THEY WERE NOT RELATED TO THE ADKINS OR OUR OTHER FAMILIES.

FEMALES ARE INDEXED BY THEIR MAIDEN NAMES IN MOST CASES, IF THEY ARE KNOWN, AND A FEW TIMES BY MARRIED NAMES, OR BOTH.

ADAIR, AMANDA 35,125, WILLIAM 36,125,141
ADAMS, JOSEPH 153, NELSON 65,67
ADKINS, ADDIE 65, ALICE 86, ALYMER 72,95, ANGELINE 86, ANN 74, ANNA 19,24,26,27, APRIL 74, ARCHIE (SEE ISSAC), ATHLEEN 73,76,77, ARTHUR 72, BARNEY 34,39,44,64,72,73,83,125, BENJAMIN 35,37,38,44,63,89,102,108,112,113,120,121, CANN (SEE HIRAM), CARRIE 72, CHRISTINA 65, CLOTILDE 107, COLUMBUS 44, CRIT (SEE MILES), D.E. 125, DAVID 20,21,24,27,36, DAVIS 21,23,34,37,38,43,44,45, (COURT CASE) 46-62,63,112,113, DOLLY 89, DONALD 74, DORIS 3,80,88, DUNCAN 86, ELI 112, ELIZA 85,96, ELIZABETH 3,12-15,18,24-26,35,37,45,63,74,123,124, ELLA 88, ELSIE 73,85, ELVIN 109, EMMUEL 125, EUGENE 72, FANNY 115, (ALSO SEE SARAH) FELIX 3,108,109,111, FLOYD 72, FORDIE 92, FRANCIS 95, GAYLORD 74, GEORGE 108,114, GORDIE 92, GRADY 90, GREG 74, H.J. 114, HAMLIN 20,21,24,26,27, HANNA 24,25, HARDIE 109, HARTWELL 21-23,34-36,40, HIRAM (CANN) 44,63,103-107,109, IRA 112, IRVING 92, ISAC (ARCH) 65, JAMES 34,44,63,85,87,89,90,92,93,102,106,108-111,115, JANE 12,14,35,37,38,46-62, JEFFERSON 44,66, JIM MAT (SEE JAMES), JOAN 9,11,12,14, JOEL 86-90, JOHN 12,14,16,17,24,65,74,88,102,105,109, JOHNIE 39, JOHNNY 39,74,92, LELA 72, LEMIAH (L.C.C.) 35,37,38,45, (COURT CASE) 46-62,63,114-119, LEWIS 16-34,36,43,45, (COURT CASE) 46-62,85,116-118, LILLY 121, LILY 88,95, LITTLETON 121, LONA 35, LUCILLE 92, LULA 120, M.A. 125, M.C. 125, M.D.L. 125, MAGGIE 112,113, MALINDA 72, MANDIE 72, MARCIA 3,86,90, MARION 102, MARMADUKE 108, MARTHA 44,85,115,116,120,147, MARY 12,14,18,22,24,35,37,39,44,65,73,74,78,79,81,83,84,102,112-114, MATTIE 109, MAUDIE 39,68,73,80-83, MAURICE 39, MAURY 152, MELVIN 74, MICHAEL 74, MILAM 73-75, MILES 72,115,116,118-122,147, MILLY 121, MOLLIE 65,67,115, MOSES 23, NANCY 64,102,121, OSCAR 89,93, OZIA 93, P.M. 125, PARILEE 109, PATTIE 24,25, PEARL 89,94, PIER 44,63,101, PRATHER 74, PRUDENCE 114, RACHELL 12,14, RICHARD 7-14,16,17,24-26, ROSA 88,91, ROY 90, SALLIE 45, SARAH 72,73,102,116,120,125,147, SUSANNA 21, SYLVESTER 109, TED (SEE GAYLORD), TEDDY 74, TERY 74, THOMAS 7-9,12-19,22,24, TILLMON 34,44,63-68,72, TONYA 74, VICTORIA 64,68, VIONA 73,83,84, W. HENRY 112, WALKER 105, WILBUR 73, WILL 105, WILLIAM 12,14,16-18,21-24,35,36,43,44,63,72,85,86,88,92,108,121,125, WILLIE 88, ZACCHEUS 21-23,34-37,39,40,43,114,116,119,120,138,147
ALEXANDER, HIRAM 36,114, JINCY 35,37,114,115, MOLLIE 154
ALLEN, NANCY 116,120,146-148, SHIRLEY 74
ALMAND, ADELIA 152,154, ADOLPHUS 154, AMELIA 152, ASA 152, CLAUDE 154, HATTIE 39,72,73,152,154,158, JAMES 73,154,158, JANE 152, JESSE 152, JESSIE 158, JOHN 153, JOSEPH 153, LENA 154, LOUISIANA 153, MARTHA 154,155, MARY 154, MELTON 158, SARAH 154, SIMEON 152-154,160, THOMAS 152, WILLIAM 152,154,155, WILLIE 154
ANDERSON, LAURA 88
AULDS, DARELL 94, JAMES 93, ODESSA 89, OZIA 93, SHEP 94
BALANGER, MARY 159
BAXTER, NANCY HUTSON 3,151,153
BEARDEN, LORIE 91, MAE 89,92
BECK, ELIZABETH 153, RUBY 91
BECKHAM, BULAHA 76
BEENE, KATHRYN 121
BENEFIELD, TERRY 74, VICKIE 74, VICTOR 74
BOOTH, ELORA 94
BOYD, WANDA 83
BRANTLY, ELLA 94, FRANCIE 158, JOHN 94
BRIDWELL, MAUDIE 73,80
BRYANT, MARIE 92
BURCHFIELD, PATSY 74
CHANCE, ANNIE 108,109
CHAPPELL, ANDREW 64,68, BARNETT 66,150, MATHIAS 64,66,149, NANCY 66,150
CLARKE, THOMAS 66
COATES, MARTIN 86
COLLINS, ELLEN 108,109
CONNER, ELLA 147, MARY 147
COOK, JOY 3
COOPER, MARY 82
COX, WILLIE 81
CRAIGHED, "BUSTER" 91, BENJAMIN 88,91, BENNY 91, CECIL 91, EDGAR 91, LEDA 91, LORENA 91, MARVIN 91, ONEIDA 91, PREROST 91, RETHA 91
CURREY, HANNA 124
CURRY, JACOBUS 147
DANIEL, CHAD 78, DAVID 78, J.H. 154, MELISSA 78
DEATON, MALINDA 103,105
DEWBA, ELIZABETH 101
DUCKWORTH, CLARICE 80
DUMAS, CARINE 87,89,94, IRA 91, J.D. 94, JEREMIAH 89,94, MELBA 94, MYRA 94, ORELLE 94, VERA 94
DUTTON, ARTHUR 158
EDWARDS, JOHNNY 83, RICHARD 83
EVANS, MINDY 103,106
FELTS, ELIZABETH 16-20,24, HANNA 25, JOHN 19, NATHANIEL 19,24, RICHARD 19,24
FITTE, WILLIAM 77
FORBES, LELA 89
FORTSON, BENJAMIN 159, ELIZABETH 159, JESSE 152,159, MARY 152, MILDRED 159, RICHARD 159, THOMAS 159, WILLIAM 159
FRAZIER, MARY 89,90, ROBERT 90, RONALD 91
FREEMAN, ESTELLE 67
FROST, GLADYS 92
FULLBRIGHT, DAN 155, DAVID 155
FULLER, JAMES 155, MARtha 154, MARY 155
GANN, CAROL 77
GATES, LOIS 74
GENTRY, HARRIET 35,114,115,118, LEILA (LILLIE?) 147, LILLIE 39
GIDDINGS, EMMITT 77, JENNIFER 77, PAULA 77
GOFF, MARTHA 112
GRiffin, JAMES 44
GUILLOT, AEOLIAN (SEE HUNTER), DENNIS 81, JEAN 81, KATHYE 82, SKIRLING 81
HANSON, BETTY 81
HARRIS, JESSE 23, JOHN 23,25,33, NATHANIEL 25, OBEDIENCE 23, VERA 3,121
HARVILL, ANDREW 39,76,77, DENNIS 76, HATTIE 76, JEFFERY 77, JESSIE 77,
JERRY 77, JOHN 76, JUDITH 77, KATHERIN 39,76, KELLY 77, LINDA 76,
RONALD 76, RONNIE 76, THOMAS 76
HENRY, JAMES 77, TERRY 77
HICKS, B.V. 94, DONALD 94, RACHAEL 94
HILBURN, SAM 101
HINTON, LINDA 76
HOLTZCLAW, MR. 91
HORN, ANN 24,26,142, ELIZABETH 142, HAMLIN 27, JAMES 20,22,25,26,63,142,143,
JEAN 20,22,25,26,63,142,143, JESSE 22,27,43,142, LUCY 24,26,27,142,
MARY 27, RICHARD 26, SUSANNA 20,22,24-27,34,142, THOMAS 22,24,26,27,142,
143, WILLIAM 22,26,27,142,143
HORTON, EARL 90
HUNTER, AEOLIAN 39,68,81,107, AMY 82, BARNEY 39,68,81,107, BOBBY 80, BRIAN 82,
CHARLES 39,68,81, CHARLIE 80-82, DAVID 81, GINNY 82, GWENDOLYN 39,68,82,
HAROLD 80, JAMES 81, JODE 82, JUDY 3,81,123, KEITH 3,81,107, KIM 3,81,
RAY 39,82, ROBERT 81, SAMMY 39,81, TERI 81, TIMOTHY 81, WAYNE 80
JAMES, M.A.L. 123
JOHNSON, CORA 89, J.W. 33
JOINER, CELESTINE 92
JORDAN, AUSTIN 97, CHARLES 97, CLOYA 97, JAMES 97, WILLIE 85
KEMP, B.F. 153
KENDRICK, CONNIE 83, CYNTHIA 83, ELIJAH 121, ELOYCE 83, KAREN 83, M.E. 39,
MARVIN 83,84
KILPATRICK, MS. 92
KIRKPATRICK, LINDA 78
KITCHENS, WILLIE 92
KNIGHT, CHARLES 128, JOHN 128, LUCRETIA 128, MARGARET ? 128, PETER 128,
WILLIAM 128
KYLE, ROSE 92
LANEY, DAVID 153, NANCY 153, O.L. 65, RACHEL 152,153
LEVERETTE, MARTHEMA 101
LEWIS, W.J. 124, WILLIAM 35
LIFE, WILLIAM 146
LOCKHART, HARRIET 85,87
LUCAS, MARY 97
LUCIUS, ANN 39
LYLE, JUDY 81
LYLES, CLAUDE 74, STEVE 74, WAYNE 74
MADDEN, GEORGE 154
MALONE, MS. 85
MANN, FANNIE 146
MARKICH, TONY 83
MARKS, BERTHA 103,106
MAXWELL, DONALD 83, DONNA 83
MCFARLIN, ROBERT 80
MCGOUGH, SAVANAH 93
MCKINNIS, MR. 154.
MERRITT, CAROLINE 124, HIRAM 124, JOSEPH 124, LAWSON 124, MALINDA 124,
   MARTHA 124, MARY 124, MILES 3,35,37,123,124, SARAH 123, SHERWOOD 123,
   WILLIAM 123, ZACCHÆUS 123
MILLER, CHESTER 121, LULA 73,158, MELTON 158
MOBLEY, NANCY 90, JESSE 112, MARTHA 112,113
MORGAN, BONNIE 3,81, HERMAN 76, PATRICIA 76, TIM 76
MUNOZ, MANUEL 77
NELSON, EVELIN HUNTER 39
NEWMAN, JIMMY 76, KAREN 76
NOLAN, HORACE 87,94, LEANDER 94
PARKER, ELIZABETH 82, JOYCE 82, MICKEY 82, SUSAN 82, WILFRED 82
RAMSEY, KERI 78, KUSA 78, W.J. 78, WILLIAM 78
RAYSEL, JOE 80, THELMA (MAXINE) 39,80
REDDEN, ALVIN 93, JOE 92
RICKERSON, FREEMAN 152
ROACH, NARCISSA 124
SANSING (SEE SANSING)
SANSING, BENJAMIN 36,138,140,141, CATHERINE 43-45,63, CHARITY 138,140,141,
   CHARLES 22,23,27,34,39,44,131,133,135,137-141, ELIZABETH 138,140,
   FRANCIS 138,140,141, JAMES 25,39,43,127-129,131-138,140, JOHN 131-133,
   137, JONATHON 35,37,43,46-62,138, KATIE (SEE CATHERINE), LUcretia 131,
   133,135, MARGARET 25,39,127,128,131-138,140,141, MARY 34,39,44,137,138,
   MILDRED 131,133,135, PETER 131,133,135-138, PHEBE 43,138,140,141,
   PIETY 34,36-40,43,45,116,117,123,126,133,138,140,141, SUSANNAH 131,133,
   135, TILLMON 43, WILLIAM 131,133,137
SCARBROUGH, JOHN 35
SENSING (SEE SANSING)
SHARP, EVA 94, WILEN 94
SHARPE, LUNNIE 90
SHAW, REBECCA 158
SHEPHERD, BELLE 74,78, BETTY 78, CLOVIS 39,78, DEBORAH 78, HERMAN 78, JANICE
   78, LORENE 78, MARY 74, REGINA 78, RICHARD 78, ROGER 39,78,79, SUSAN 78,
   TAP (SEE THOMAS), THOMAS 39,78, WILBUR 74,78
SIMPSON, BERTHA 94, ROBERT 94
SMITH, JAMES 146, JOHN 144-147, LOVINA 146,147, MARY 120,121,146,147, NANCY
   120-122,147, NATHAN 145-147, WILLIAM 116,146-148
SPANGLER, ADALINE 149, AMANDA 64,67,68,149, BARNETT 63,149, ELIZABETH 149,
   GEORGE 149, HANNA 66, ISABELLA 149, JACKSON 149, MARY 149, MATHIAS 149,
   NANCY 63,66,149
SPARGEN, BESSIE 95, CARRIE 95, CLERISE 95, ELMA 95, GERTIE 95, IRENE 95,
   LILLIAN 95, OLIVER 95, RUTH 95
SPEARS, ADALINE 86,88,89, DAVID 85,88, ELLA 100, IVARENA (OR RENA) 88
STANCIL, OTTA 93
STEWARD, HENRY 94, RAY 94
STRAUN, EVELYN 76
STRICKLAND, EPHRAM 153
SULLIVAN, MARIE 39
TALBERT, CHARLOTTE 146
TAYLOR, ALMA 100, ALPHAIR 97,98, ARMON 98, BENJAMIN 96, BERTHA 97, BUSHROD 85, 96, CLOYA 97, DENNIE 100, ETHELEAN 97, EVA 97,100, GARDIE 100, GENEVA 97, GEORGE 96, JAMES 96,97,100, JOEL 100, LALUA 96, LOVIE 100, LUGENIA 96, MATHEW 100, NELLIE 100, ORA 100, REATHA 100, SPERGIN 89, TALMAGE 96, THOMAS 88,96,100, VERA 100, WILLIAM 96,97,99, WILLIE 97-99

THOMAS, JAMES 94, JOHN 94, MYRTIS 94


TYNDAL, RUTH 39

USRY, ANN 152

WARD, JESSIE 94

WELDON, COLUMBUS 146, SARAH 146

WHITE, ALMEDA 159, ASA 159, DANIEL 159, ELIZABETH 159, JANE 159, JESSE 160, MARTHA 159, MARY 152,159,160, MILDRED 159, THOMAS 159

WHITTINGHAM, MS. 85, SARAH 86,88

WIGGINS, JAMES 76, KATHY 76, LARRY 76, TONI 76

WILLIAMS, JOHN 83,84

WILLINGHAM, JOHN 152

WINN, BENJAMIN 159, RACHEL 159

WOOD, MARGIE 74

YEAGER, DOROTHY 90

YOUNG, CAROL JONES 3,123, JEANIE 78, ROBERT 78